
Nonprofit spaces. 
Shared experiences. Expert advice.
Running a nonprofit is a uniquely difficult journey and sometimes you need to connect 
with someone who’s been in your shoes. Find community with peers and experts that 
can share insights and best practices from experience in Resilia Community.

“The expertise was obvious when being introduced to Resilia. When I 
posted my question,  I quickly got a response with very valuable 
information from Resilia, but also from another nonprofit. ... It was 
quality stuff. It was what I was looking for, not just, "we did it, it was hard, 
good luck."

I've been in nonprofits for so long that I know a lot about a lot, but I still 
have blindspots. That's what I look to Resilia for—how you can help me 
identifying, educating, and supporting me on those blind spots.”

T a s h i  B .  
Associate Director, Champions for Wildlife

Resilia Community

Join Community

Connect with other changemakers working to 
make a difference in their communities, who 
understand your journey. 

Within Resilia Community, you have access to the 
shared experience of other nonprofit leaders, and 
the opportunity to have engaged conversations, 
build relationships, and recharge your dedication 
to your mission. 

Join a network of changemakers

Momentum for your mission

We all know that not all advice is good advice. Which 
is why it’s important that you learn from reliable 
sources when growing your nonprofit.

Resilia has an in-house team of nonprofit experts who 
provide advice and guidance from hands-on 
experience. Ensuring you’re confident implementing 
new practices or tackling roadblocks in your way.

Trusted expert advice

Resilia Community



Not every problem fits the same solution. Which is 
why you’re able to get the advice you need for any 
situation and any timeline in Resilia Community.

• Instant Academy recommendations from our AI Community chat bot
• Receive expert advice to your posts within 24 hours
• Ask our community of nonprofits for feedback and guidance 
• Attend office hours and receive live feedback
• Join workshops to focus on where you want to improve
• Attend peer-to-peer sessions to work towards outlined objectives

Accessible advice and guidance

Whether it’s building structures for your organization, 
helping you develop professional skills, or providing 
socialization with your peers, Resilia Community 
supports all aspects of the nonprofit journey.

Supporting you and your 
organization’s growth

Join thousands of nonprofit 
changemakers in Resilia Community

Resilia.com/products/community
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Real roadblocks. Experienced feedback. Your success.


